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This is the first publication to deal exclusively with the reconstruction of Proto 
Philippine phonology and nearly 400 fonns of the PPH lexicon. As the author points 
out, many scholars have used or discussed Philippine languages in their reconstructions 
of higher order proto languages, but no one to date has done so for the immediate 
ancestor of the languages spoken in the Philippine archipelago. 

Dra . Paz has done extensive fieldwork on 29 languages spoken throughout the 
republic, and demonstrates painstaking care in gathering the data and insuring a wide 
distribution of different speech varieties. She purposely limits herself to synchronic data 
gathered from and double-checked with informants, and does not refer to dictionaries of 
the various languages, nor to other attempts to reconstruct Philippine or other Austro
nesian proto languages. This is the first study known to me to apply itself with such rigor 
even though the author has struck out alone, her results are generally verifiable by exter· 
nal comparisons (i.e., to other An languages or scholars). 

It should be noted from the outset that Philippine languages are quite chaotic, and 
the organization of data into cognate sets exhibiting regular correspondences is no easy 
task. Languages frequently show multiple reflexes of a single sound, such as Tag (1, h, 
? , </>) <PPH *l, Ilk (r, g) <PPH *G, Naga (Bikol) (a, u) <PPH •a, etc, and not in
frequently have unexplained irregularities throughout the lexicon, such as Ak1 tubi? 
instead of expected ••tubig 'water' or ham instead of expected **hag'lik 'kiss'. These 
problems lead comparativists to different solutions, and it would be unlikely to achieve 
universal agreement with regard to many reconstructions. 

Chapter 1 consists of a discussion of the comparative method, including the 
"reality" of reconstructed phonemes and the "status" of the reconstructed language 
(pure language vs. dialect ys. idiolect), and the selection of the 29 languages used. It is 
here that the author refers to studies that have established Philippine languages as a 
(single) group. 

Oiapter 2 reviews the previous literature relating to the reconstruction of PPH. 
The coverage is ample and the summaries and critiques fair. Although Dra. Paz notes that 
Cliarles relied on dictionaries and included languages outside of the Philippines as the 
basis of his study, she compares rather than condemns his procedures, establishing her 
study as different from his. 

Chapter 3 takes up an inductive reconstruction of the PPH sound system. She 
details all who assisted in her informant work (a commendable practice ignored by many 
other scholars), the Lopez list on which she compiled her data base, her methodology in 
reconstructing PPH (including tables illustrating the correspondences). There is much to 
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be commended and emulated in these pages. Since Ph languages are generally conservative 
with regard to 11 sounds, these can be reconstructed for the PPH stage with the same 
point and manner of articulation as in the current daughter languages (*p, *t, *k, *b, 
*g, *m, *n, *y, *w, *i, *u). } . . This hypothesis is totally reasonable despite the argu
ment among some linguists as to the real versus formulaic nature of proto phonemes. 
Nine other segments can also be reconstructed which do not have identical reflexes 
among all the languages, but do follow consistent correspondence rules (*d, *s, *h, *? , 
*q, *l, *a, *a, *' (phonemic accent)]. Lastly, four correspondence sets posed a prob-•
lem based on divergent reflexes and different distributions [*d, ·~, *!, *r ]. The choice of 
diacritics for three of these has introduced a large number of typographical errors which 
detract from the study to various degrees; the convention of capital letters [*D, *G, *L] 
er differential symbols [*Y, *j] would have been preferable, and I shall adapt them here
after as follows: PPH-P. *g, *g, *!, *r = PPH-Z *D, *G, *L, *j "'*r (the latter depending 
on distribution). She also setsup separate correspondence rules for five diphthongs (*ay, 
*uy, *ay, *aw, *iw), of which ·~ is perhaps the most elusive and difficult to establish. 

Altogether, 24 PPH phonemes have been reconstructed (including accent). But 
scholars would not agree on all of these: two correspondence sets may be missing (*q -
as different from *? - and *ii)l; two may ultimately be dismissed (*L and *D) pending 
further research in~o morphophonemics and inter-language influences; one does not 
consistently account for positional variants and deviant reflexes (*r vs. *j); and one 
(word accent) could be defended on the basis of stronger evidence than statistical 
frequency, since it can be demonstrated that some languages have lost and regularized aii 
original phonemic accent to either the ultima (e.g., Pangasinan)2 or the penult (e.g., 
Tausug),3 while many others (e.g., Tagalog, llokano, Sebuano, Waray, Bikol, Bontok, 
etc.) reflect and retain the original PPH accent patterns. However, 80%of her work stands 
solid, and should not be overshadowed by my pedantic comments here and below. 

Chapter 4 is a deductive approach to non-automatic changes, accounting for 
irregularities of sequence or sound confronting any Philippinologist in the data observed. 
The decisiveness of any solution in such cases ranges from near universally-accepted 
changes (metathesis, assimilation, dissimilation, etc.) to the setting up of additional 
correspondence sets (which she wisely avoids), and from over-reliance on the principle of 
economy to an act of faith in a particular reconciliation of divergent forms (can one 
reconstruction do? or should doublets or different reconstructions be made?). While ? , 
h, and y do appear sporadically on some forms (witness Waray? amay, Sebuano,? amah
an, Tausug ? ama? 'father'), they should not plausibly replace any PPH consonant, 
but can be stipulated under certain specific. conditions (original vocative endings as Blust 
has suggested),4 or because of incomplete sound shifts (*h retained versus *h ></>via?), 
or borrowings (*G >Tagg, but also y or 1 due to loans from Kapampangan or Pangasinan 
respectively). But this is precisely where the act of faith comes in: Scholars can offer 
alternative solutions, and those that seem the most economical and reasonable should be 
the most believable. My own (perhaps overly conservative) approach would be to re
construct synonyms such as *galapu~ and *tapu~ 'rice-flour' (rather than reconcile the 
latter from the former, #133). Similarly I would prefer a PPH-Z *d3Gaq and PSP-Z 
*duGuq 'blood' (rather than PPH-P *daGu?, #100, which solution is reasonable· within 
the context of Ph languages alone), 5 or PPH-Z *q ~ [h] 'rice-chaff and PSP-Z *? qkap 
'bagasse' (rather than PPH-P *? 3pak, #127), or PPH-Z •qahlu 'pestle' and •1aisuq 
'mortar' (rather than PPH-P *MkLuq 'pestle', #166, and *Lasllij 'mortar', #245). How
ever, these observations should not disparage much of the reasoning that has gone into 
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this chapter, nor the summary of changes found in Chapter 5 and the sample reconstruc· 
ti.ons in Chapter 6. For, as the author notes in her final chapter, "[t]his study demons-_ 
trated how the comparative method is applicable to data taken solely from speakers _of 
contemporary Philippine languages". Her discipline has not allowed her to use external 
languages or higher-level reconstructions as a mold into which Philippine material must 
be poured or by which it should be measured. Even where one might disagree with 
elements of a reconstruction, one can see from the complexity of the data that the 
author has sought to represent the proto language in as economical and reasonable a 
profile as possible. 

Although the author has based her study on established theory, there are some 
areas where the structure of her work is weak: {l) subgrouping (which she puts aside), 
(2) the reconstruction of meanings (which she shies away from), (3) the importance of 
basic vocabulary in determining a language's regular reflexes (she generally assigns equal 
weight for each lexical item's evidence), and (4) unification of data under a single 
fonnula (see her #9, 20, 49, 60, 79, 122, 131, 145, 156, 166, 207, 212, 230, 239, 240, 
267, 364, 396) as opposed to the reconstruction of synonyms (which she does establish, 
see #18+26, 20+41, 4()+217, 77+85, 97+173, 127+128, 152+205). In the light of the 
conservative nature of mo!lt , Ph languages, one would expect most of the daughter 
langqages to reflect the proto.fonn phoneme for phoneme without significant deviati.on(s). 

Whereas sho rev:ieWI and cites Dyen (1971), he established there that "subgrouping 
and reconstruction ~oUtd be carried on sitnultaneously" (p. 49), yet the author does not 
elaborate on her assumption that all of the languages treated fonn a single genetic 
subgroup. For if it turns out that even one of the languages i$ not a direct and immediate 
genetic relative of all the Qthers, then the reconstructed proto language will be of a 
higher level than PPH. ThU is almoJt certain to be the case of Yakan, a Sama member 
of an Indonesian sub-family which is mtnisive to . the Philippines. However I I have noted 
that Yakan influenced only three recon~tnictions [ #29 (PPH:.p •? 4Jttut, more probably 
PPH-Z •qetUt 'flatulence'), #125 (PPH·P •? 6mpat, moro probably PPH·Z •? ~p4t 
'four'), and #299 (PPH-P •p1)nµg, mora probably PPH-Z •pusaj •navel')], so that any · 
actual distortion is, in effect, minor .. 

Having had the co~ase to unify !IQme rather diverse forms under a single 
reconstrygtj<m (e.g,, pPg b4$, UpngQt basit, Agt b4kan, Aki baha? 6n, Ilk ba? an, 
ba? ~I} < flP.H.P *balcsafti (# 4~). where two reconstructions might be posited, PPH-Z 
*baheqan and a separate south Cordilleran *Msis 'sneeze'), her reluctance to pursue the 
reconstruction of proto-meanings appears overly conservative , One simply assigns semantics 

components to a reconstruction in much the same way that one posits phonological symbol. 
However, again, in the majority of instances the meanings cited !lfe most probably those 
of PPH, and do not .distort her results. The vast majority of data-groups show a 
straightforward semantic connection. 

Dyen (1956:87) pointed out the importance of basic vocabulary in deter· 
mining the correspondence system of a language, since borrowings can confuse 
the results. In Table 2 and on p11ge 36, the reflex of PPH *k is shown to be [k] 
in Agutaynon. While this is true of dQubled monosyllables, note the following :6 

Agt yu? 'I' < *i+akU (#13), Agt ? an(? 'child' < •? anak (#~5), Agt buwa ('1 ) 

'hair' < *buhak (#87), Agt d;i5p 'catch' < *dak5p (#103), Agt dJ;m < •dJk~n 
(#112) 'braided rattan unclerlaYer' , Agt dg(il)t 'sticlc·to' < *d;Ut (#114), Agt 
yami 'we (exclusive)' < *i*karnf {#199), Agt yamu" 'you' < •i+kamu (#200), Agt 
? ayu(?) 'wood'< *k4yu(h) (#20Y), Agt Jitli?) 'man, male' < •tal4ki ( 226}, Agt namu., 

, ' 
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tnosquito' < •namUk ( 303), Agt sit1: 'sick' < •saki1 ~307), Agt syu(~) 'elbow' 
> *$!" ku ~322). Such evidence points to a shift of PPH •k > Agt </> (realized as glottal 
3top in iJtltial a.ml fin-1 position in accord with phonotactic rules for this language). 
It would thep !lppear that forms with Agt (k) < PPH •k are suspect and need further 
IJ.lalysis. . 

However, Dra. Paz correctly identifies the correspondence of Agt (k) with 'l in 
hor other witnesses, and sets this up under the formula PPH-P ·~· (which I will here 
S)'Jnbolize as PPH-Z •q, in order to free the symbol •1 for a different correspondence 
~t). Note then? Agt kabu 'aShes' < PPH •qabU (A.5), Agt kabut 'arrive' < PPH •qabUt 
( 6), Agt kap{nu~ 'Shadow' <PPH •qaninu(h) ( 26), Agt kata'wa'1. 'spouse' <PPH • 
qas4wa ( 38), :Agt kat3p 'roof < PPh •qafap ( 42), Agt ba~ lu~ 'new' (with shift of 
k >? before a.nother consonant) <PPH *baqGu(h) ( 51), Agt bitUkun 'star' <PPH-Z 
•bitlfq:m ( 86), Agt buqaya? 'crododile' < PPH *buqaya ( 88), Agt d.iWc 'tongue 
I( PPH *dllaq ( 115), Agt nmiak 'pus' < PPH-Z •nanaq ( 121 ), Agt likel 'neck' < PPH 
~qaG ( 233), Agt luuk 'tears' < PPH--Z *luheq ( 248), Agt lutuk 'cook' < PPH 
~dtuq ( 252), Agt panak 'bow (and arrow)'< PPH *panaq ( 270), Agt taJll-pulUk ' 
ten' < PPH *puluq ( 272), Agt peMk 'hatch', crack-open' < PPfl •pasaq (#293), 
A.gt tuluk 'torch' < PPH *suluq ( 328), Agt kUban 'gray-hair' < PPH •quban { 361) 
Aat kway 'sp~ of ~lay' < PSP-Z *quMy ( 367), Agt kUraq 'rain' < PPQ,Z ~ 
{"'377), Agt kd.,.p 'rain' <PPH-Z *qudap (#377), Agt kUriIJ 'charcoal KPPH •qlijin (# 
378), Agt kuway 'rattan' <PPH •quway (#382). 

ln QQntrast to this, when Agt does not show this [k], but rather t or [? ], one 
might then est1tblish a PPH *?, as in: Agt hnam 'six' < PPH *? a+?an.lm (#14), 
Agt ? 1may 'termites' < PPH.z *? anay (#24), Agt bist"t, Tausug bf? tis, Aki bati? ~ 
1ciiJf (of leg)' < PPtt·Z *batl? as ( #63), Agt betat, Aki bU? at, Kap bayat 'heavy" < 
PPH "'baG? at (#78), Agt man-damut, Ilk diram? us, Png dilamus, Aki hitam? us 
1w3$h the face' < PPH-Z *-da? mus ( #117), Agt dig'tl? , War rlgu'? , Kap clitu? , Tag Hgu'? 
ttlafu' < PPtt-Z *diGu? ( #J 23, as doublet), Agt . labl? , Aki gab{? i{h), Ilk rabf? i 'night' 
< PPH·Z *Gitl>f? i[h] ( #156), Agt ? aa, Tausug hu? un, Ilk wen 'yes' < PPH *hU? 3(n) 
(#183), Agt 14qka(7), Tag, Iba laqka(? 'jackfruit' < PPH *laqka? (#228), Agt nitu?, 
Aki, Tag .nftu?, Ilk, lbg nftu?[ferp.] < PJ>H-Z •nftu? (#2fi6), Agt p,alu(?), Tag, Nit~ 
palu? 'b~at, stri~e' < J>PH.Z *pahi? ( #276), Agt, Tag sipun, Aki slp?un, lbg sifUn 'cold; ' 
ClJtarrh' < PPfl *sip?un (#326), Agy ? amft, Tag tamfs, Ilks~? ft 'sweet' PPH >11t11?mi§ 
(#3;i2). . 

Many of the author's reconstructions Show a great deal of ingenuity in trying to 
occommodate Jangmige deviations under a single formula. Perhaps the best illustrations 
gf fuis are th~ handling of doubled monosyllables, which other scholars have set up 
IU doul;>lets (*sapsap, *sipsip, *supsup ). Dra. Paz takes up all variations from one 
~coniitmgtic;m [*s11psap 'suck' ( #329); similarly: *dakduk 'pound' ( #111 ], *gitget 'tight' 
(#147), *kamlcl!m 'hold in clenched fist' (#210), *nanlk 'tiny insect with stinging bite' 
(#259), •q!l8qfs 1~w1:' (#264), *p11.kpik 'wing' {#277), *pakpuk 'rap' (#278), *yatyug 
1ahaktns' (#~96)], Such reconstructions must be formulaic, since none of the daughter 
language~ Nflect11 thtl proposed proto-fonn unchanged. Nevertheless, there are scholars 
who would endo{Se such ·a procedure. ' 

Pedi,aps less 4efonsible are the instances where a $ingle language (or ;m jsolated 
sub~rn\Jp) Shows ~ome differences as compared with all the other witnesses, yet such 
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diversions are attributed to PPH. Note Agt kambiyin 'NE monsoon' <PPH-Z •qanJhan 
(PPH·P *Tiomiyin, #4); Mar wator, ? itor 'stone' <PPH-Z *batu (PPH-P *bat~r, #69); 
Bahi tiphun (even Kap gatpanapun 'afternoon', which is not cited) < PSP~z *hapun 
(PPH-P *hitpun, #179); Kalingga tigu, Bontok t8khu1 'human-being' < PPH-Z *ta1uh 
(PPH-P *tigu~ , #336). In such cases, an appeal to subgrouping, innovation, or "un
explained exceptions" would have allowed her to follow the evidence of the majority 
of Ph languages. 

The isolation of a special intervocalic PPH •r (equatable with Oven's *j) is 
particularly commendable in light of its difficulty (#229, 255, 263, 289, 378), although 
in other reconstructions her •r is equatable with Dyen's •r. Where one might feel that 
a *D (#162), *d (#162), *d (#31, 213, 363), or •g (#299, 371) was mis-constructed 
instead, her recourse to assimilation to neighboring sounds is certainly warranted on the 
evidence of the langtiages cited. However, since its criterial features seem to be a velar 
(g] reflex in some NPh languages (llokano, Bontok, etc.) its appearance on forms such as 
#!377 (PPH-P *? uran 'rain' = PPH-Z •qudin) calls for some revision either of the 
reconstructions or the correspondence rules. In many cases, such amendments can be 
confirmed by recourse to other Austronesian languages, -Which will be the next step. 

All of these observations on my part are intended as a positive criticism of 
Dra. Paz's important foundational study. We now have before us at last a reconstruction 
of the Philippine parent language. I am pleased that this pioneering effort has been done 
by a Filipina, since the field appears to have been dominated by white-skinned lovers of 
Philippine languages. We can all empathize with the great amount of research, reading, 
organization, and time that went into her publicatjon. While one may be tempted· to 
judge or criticize aspects of her work, we all owe Dra. Paz a debt of gratitude for putting 
it to us and the academic world. It is a landmark and a cornerstone for our ongoing 
search for Proto Philippine. From here we can go on to a refmement of the sound 
system, the reconstruction of a larger corpus of the PPH lexicon, an understanding of 
PPH morphophonemics and grammar, the determination of Philippine subgroups, and 
_!he ultimate reality of PPH - which may not yet have seen its "demise" (Reid 1981). 

FOOTNOTES 

1. The differentiation between a PPH •q and *? will be taken up later in this review. 
The recognition of a PPH •tr is attributed to Mathew Charles (personal communica
tions), and is based on the correspondence set in Kapampangan y- (in initial 
position) and -ny- (in intervocalic position). However, only two data sets in Dra. 
Paz's study give an indication of this (Kap ? any(id 'drift with current' < PPH-Z 
*? anud, PPH-P *? alnud (#19) and Kap ? unyat < PPH-Z •?. t:ifiat 'stre
tch, straighten', PPH-P *? una t ( #373), and could be explained as irregularities 
of some kind. Data from outside of her study help establiSh this as a legitimate 
correspondence: e.g., Kap, Chamorro taiia, Tag, Ilk lana 'coconut-oil' < PPH 
*tana, Kap ? uiiat, Hanunoo ? unut 1ough, elastic-like < PPH *k\iiet, Kap 
yaman 'rich (of food or persons)' < PPH *nanmam 'delicious'. 

2. See Zorc (1979) for a discussion of how Png lost phonemic accent, but then 
re-developed it. 

3. See Zorc (1977:50f, 216ff, footnote 82); Tausug on Joto has regularized accent 
to the penult. Agutaynon appears to foolow the development described for Kuyonon 
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(Zorc 1977:217) in that accent placement seems to favor the ult~a, but speakers 
may "copy" the accent placement of other nearby languages on th~ penult, where 
it is generally there phonemically, Zorc (1978:79-84) 'details the loss of historical 
accent in lbanang and Casiguran Dumagat. 

4. Blust (I 979) discusses the addition of *·q, *-? (his symbol is *-q), and *-y as 
vocative endings in Proto Western Malaya-Polynesian. 

5. External evidence establishes a PAN *d3Raq 'blood' and a PMP *ZuRuq 'sap; 
syrup', to which these reconstructions related, and from which they descend. 
Paz's unification of the two based on the evidence of her languages is formally 
plausible, although the systematic difference in both accent and vowels suggests 
a splitting of the data into two sets. 

6. In some cases l have modified her reconstructions in a minor way .. Where I feel 
there is a major difference, I label her reconstruction PPH-P and mine PPH-Z. 
Where I have separate information and my data disagree with hers, I include that 
additional material in parentheses, e.g., Agt syu (in Paz), but syu? (in Zorc), hence 
the citation as: Agt syu(?) 'elbow'. 

ABBREVIATIONS USED: 

Agt 
Aki 
Bahi 
Iba 
Ibg 
Ilk 
Kap 
Mar 
Nag 
NPh 
.p 

Agutaynon 
Aklanon 
Bahi-Manobo 
lba-Sambal 
lbanag 
Ilokano 
Kapampangan 
Maranao 
Naga-Bikol 
Northern Philippine 
Reconstructed by Paz 

PAN 
Ph 
PMP 
Png 
PPH 
PSP 
Tag 
War 
-Z 

* 
** 
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